In domain theory every finite computable object can be represented by a single mathematical object instead of a set of objects, using the notion of finitary basis. In this article we report on our effort to formalize domain theory in Coq in terms of finitary basis.
Introduction
In his "Lectures on a Mathematical Theory of Computation" [6] , Dana Scott formulated domains in terms of neighborhood systems. Later, Scott favored a formulation in terms of information systems [7] but has not rewritten his lectures notes. Cartwright, Parsons and the author later revised Scott's lecture notes to reflect a formulation of domains in terms of 'finitary basis' [4] , where a finitary basis is an information system that is closed under least upper bounds on finite consistent subsets. Finitary basis have the desirable property that every finite computable object is represented by a single basis element instead of a set of elements.
In 2009 we started an effort to formalize Cartwright et al's domain theory monograph in Coq [3] . When we finished formalizing only the first chapter of the monograph, the size of our development was over 2,500 lines of Coq code. Our goal was to publish the formalization of the full monograph online when the monograph itself gets published as a primer on domain theory. In this article we discuss how our effort progressed.
Our Formalization
When we started our formalization of domain theory in Coq we were met with initial ease, but that was followed by a difficulty of proceeding at the same initial pace. We believe the initial ease we met in our effort is due to Coq's "built-in" support, via its libraries, for set theory and partial orders (posets). We believe the "formalization resistance" we later met as we dug into our formalization of domain theory, however, is due to the "thickness" of layers upon layers of definitions of domain theory (which is typical of any mathematical discipline), combined with Coq's unstructured proof syntax and with proof states being implicit and not explicitly stated in Coq proofs. In our experience, these factors have made proofs in the domain theory monograph that are relatively simple 1 become lengthy and much harder to grasp when formalized in Coq.
In particular, since finitary basis are restricted partial orders, the initial ease we found in writing domain theory definitions and constructing proofs in Coq was due to the support for set theory in Coq (via type Ensemble) and for order theory/posets (via type PO). This made the first few initial definitions and proofs in our formalization straightforward.
However, as we demonstrate in Section 2.1, we faced hardship later. Examples of proofs we found unnecessarily hard (i.e., lengthy and time consuming) to develop in Coq are the proofs that
• the singleton set containing bottom is the bottom (i.e., smallest) ideal,
• a finite subset of a union set has a finite covering set, and
• the union of a directed set of ideals is an ideal.
which we present, with few comments, below.
Coq Code Excerpts
In this section we present Coq code examples that demonstrate how our formalization of domain theory was met with resistance after initial ease. However, as we defined finitary basis and progressed towards proofs that are more relevant to domain theory, proofs tended to get longer, as demonstrated by the proof below that a principal ideal is indeed an ideal. 
Initial Definitions and Proofs

Formalization Resistance
The following three theorems and their Coq proofs below demonstrate the resistance we met close to the end of our formalization.
• The Singleton Set Containing Bottom is The Bottom Ideal As presented, the proofs of the three domain theory theorems above are over seventy-five lines of Coq code, which we believe to be unnecessarily long and makes the proofs hard to follow, particularly since we believe we have used as much intermediate lemmas as possible as a means for shortening and structuring these proofs. Additionally, the syntax of Coq proofs (as an almost linear sequence of commands, each of whose effects is to change an implicit proof state) did not make the three Coq proofs of these theorems immediately reveal the main ideas of the proofs.
(* The t h e o r e m and its proof are 81 lines . This t h e o r e m is proven to s h o r t e n the proof of U n i o n O f D i r e c t e d I d e a l s I s A n I d e a l below . *) T h e o r e m F U n i o n S u b s e t H a s F C o v e r S e t : forall ( SSU : S_S_U )( SU : S_U ) , Finite U SU -> I n c l u d e d U SU ( Union SSU ) -> ( exists SSUS : S_S_U , Finite S_U SSUS /\ I n c l u d e d S_U SSUS SSU /\ I n c l u d e d U SU ( Union SSUS )). Proof . intros SSU SU FSU SUss . i n d u c t i o n FSU . exists ( E m p t y _ s e t S_U ). split . apply ( E m p t y _ i s _ f i n i t e S_U ). split . unfold I n c l u d e d. unfold In . intros . c o n t r a d i c t i o n . intros . elim ( C o n d s E q v ( E m p t y _ s e t S_U ) ( E m p t y _ s e t U )). intros _ EqvIf . apply EqvIf . c o n t r a d i c t i o n . d e s t r u c t IHFSU as
(* The t h e o r e m and its proof are 93 lines . To s h o r t e n the proof , the proof above of F U n i o n S u b s e t H a s F C o v e r S e t is used . *)
Concluding Remarks
An unfortunate consequence of our experience with Coq is that our domain theory formalization effort has slowed down. Even though there is a chance we may keep using Coq as the tool of choice to express our formalization (given the time and effort we already invested in it), but we are also considering switching over to using other proof assistants (such as Isabelle [5] , thus restarting our formalization effort almost from scratch), or even giving up on our formalization effort altogether. As another consequence of our experience with Coq, we are also considering the possibility of developing our own vastly less powerful, yet more user-friendly Proof Designer-based proof assistant [1, 2] .
